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Abstract: Small and middle-size business development trends in 2008-2013 are analyzed. Carried our research
has shown two opposite trends in small and middle-size business development. So federal policy of
governmental support and regulation should differ for different economical forms. Federal re-orientation from
micro-businesses to more perspective innovative middle-size businesses is necessary.
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INTRODUCTION Gershtranski, [5] Yu.V. Dvorcov, [6] L.G. Istomin [7].

In the situation of stagnation of Russian economy [8].
scientific community agrees that oil and gas sector has Small business has been often discussed abroad
almost exhausted its potential to support the extensive starting from 1960s and thesis “small is wonderful” that
growth of our economy. Now it is necessary to search the was declared by Arnold C. Cooper [3].
other alternatives. Foreign experience shows that Russian After several decades of scientific discussions
economy required reformation and focus should be scientists came to conclusion that there are a lot of areas
shifted at first on middle-size business. It is caused by where small businesses are not fully efficient and
some of its characteristics that should be considered later. government should support not all economical forms but

Federal Small and Middle-Size Business Development only efficient [9].
in RF law, FL # 209 that came into force only on January
1, 2008 introduced for the first time official term “middle- Main Body: According to official statistics middle-size
size business”. Up to this time in scientific community had business does not play important role in Russian
been discussing what business may be considered economy (Table 1). Number of middle-size businesses is
middle-sized. According to one point of view, middle- extremely low, they do not account even for 0,4% in total
sized business is a company with about 150 employees, number of all enterprises in Russia. Middle-size business
according to the other; this number may be significantly is practically absent as stratum. The greatest share in
higher-up to 1500 employees [1]. Russian economy for all the period of is official

Russian scientists in most works analyze small and acceptance middle-size sector had in Q1 2013. We believe
middle-size business without paying special attention to that this sector of Russian economy may be significantly
specifics of each and to differences. Before FL # 209 extended due to more professional and targeted state
passing this approach had been perfectly logical, the support on different levels. Middle-size businesses
author has made such research [2]. But now it seems accumulate big financial resources  and  possibilities,
strange and middle-size business is in such a case is more qualifies human resources than small businesses.
“much more waning” that small business. As a result Taxation policy aimed on stimulation of innovation may
researches of middle-size business in Russian lead to the growth of a number of innovative middle-size
historiography are rare. There should be mentioned the businesses and increase the growth rate of gross
works of A.Yu. Chepurenko, [3;4] V. Xlyustov, [1] I.O. domestic product (GDP).

Among foreign authors it should be mentioned I. Dietrich
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Table 1: Number of enterprises in Russia (for the end of period; thousand)

Period Total of enterprises Middle-size businesses % of all Small businesses % of all

Q2 2013 4922.2 14.7 0.3 234.5 4.76
Q12013 4895.2 14.0 0.29 234.5 4.79
Q42012 4886.4 15.8 0.32 238.1 4.87
Q3 2012 4889.0 15.5 0.32 238.1 4.87
Q2 2012 4881.8 15.1 0.31 238.2 4.88
Q1 2012 4867.4 14.6 0.30 238.0 4.89
Q4. 2011 4866.6 17.7 0.36 231.6 4.76
Q3 2011 4867.4 17.5 0.36 231.2 4.75
Q2 2011 4855.9 17.1 0.35 231.2 4.76
Q1 2011 4848.8 16.5 0.34 230.9 4.76
Q4 2010 4823.3 18.9 0.39 219.7 4.55
Q3 2010 4770.2 18.6 0.39 219.7 4.61
Q22010 4727.4 18.3 0.39 219.6 4.65
Q1. 2010 4735.5 17.6 0.37 219.6 4.64
Q4 2009 4907.8 18.0 0.37 227.8 4.64
Q3 2009 4866.7 17.7 0.36 227.7 4.68
Q2 2009 4837.6 17.5 0.36 227.7 4.71
Q1 2009 4800.3 17.2 0.36 227.6 4.74
Q4 2009 4771.9 17.4 0.36 282.7 5.92
Q3 2008 4721.0 17.7 0.38 281.7 5.97
Q2 2008 4644.6 17.2 0.37 286.2 6.16
Q1 2008 4555.8 16.7 0.37 287.0 6.30

Source: Rosstat

Table 2: Quarterly GDP dynamics in Russia.(excluding seasonal factor; Q1 2008 = 100%)

Quarter of year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Q1 100 91.4 95.0 98.4 102.4 104.5
Q2 101.6 90.7 95.4 98.8 103.2 104.5
Q3 100.7 92.1 95.6 100.3 104.1 104.7
Q4 95.9 92.9 97.3 102.6 104.4 No data

Source: Rosstat

Middle-size business development in Russia will Quarterly GDP data is presented in Table 2.
allow creating new work places and significantly reduce Comparing GDP with the number of businesses one may
unemployment. Today policy of government support for see that reduction and extremum of GDP curve (Q2 2009)
small and middle-size businesses is in fact aimed only on coincides with constant growth of a number of
micro-businesses. State support program for recession businesses in Russia. Two years before lowering trend
period has allowed even increasing the number of this (2008-2009) a number of small businesses had been falling
businesses but phenomenon of “dead souls” when de with tremendous rate. Decrease reaches 26% and went on.
jure micro-business exists but de facto it does not. At the same period middle-size businesses showed higher

Unlike small businesses middle-size businesses are competitiveness and their number grew by 7.8% (a
capable of utilizing all the potential of Russian stock number of all businesses grew by 7.7%). The worst results
market as a source of additional investments. It may be in all analyzed period shew small economical forms. They
done not only via IPO but via funded loan. Russia has appeared to be unable to withstand recession in Russian
only 114 place among the countries of the world by economy.
favorable conditions for business and this methodology A number of middle-size businesses grew although
does not account for corruption. the collapse in first quarters of 2011-2013 is obvious. How

We share scientific point of view that middle-size may be explained these shifts in dynamics of businesses
economical forms not small are the most sensitive to indicators? We believe that at first it relates to lower
changes in market signals. average    competitiveness    of    middle-size    and   small
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Table 3: Small and middle-size businesses share in GDP of a country [11]

Country Small and middle-size businesses share in GDP, %

Australia 23.0
Argentina 53.65
Bulgaria 39.29
Germany 42.5
Denmark 56.7
Spain 64.7
Italy 58.5
Canada 57.2
Russia 10.5
USA 48.0
Japan 56.42

businesses comparing with big enterprises (not
accounting for pitfalls), greater number of the cases of
breaking up of middle-size businesses and their reduction
to small and small businesses reduction to micro-business
where the average number of employee is lower.

A number of effective small businesses could have
improve their status and enter the list of middle-size
Russian businesses. That may be one explanation if the
fact of reduction of the average number of middle-size
businesses. Maybe these are not all the reasons of this
change. According to FL # 209 average number of
employees of middle-size business should be from 101 to
249 people, small company-from 16 to 99 people.
According to the results of the first quarter of 2012
average number of employees (without part time workers)
of middle-size business (in all industries) is 116.9 and
small-27.6. Comparing these numbers with initial period of
observation (first quarter 2008) the same indicators for
middle-size and small businesses were 128.8 and 21.1,
respectively. We may see opposed trends in last years.
While average number of employees of average statistical
small business had been increasing the number of
businesses had been decreasing. The opposite trend was
for middle-size businesses where average number of
employees had been decreasing while the number of
businesses had been increasing.

Comparative data of small and middle-size
businesses (number of employees up to 250) share in
economy of some countries of the world are presented in
Table 3. These data are a bit out of date but they give
clear picture of the role of small and middle-size
businesses in the economy of developed countries.
Separate research has been carried on comparing the
effectiveness of small and middle-size businesses in
Russia and in Germany that demonstrated significant
lagging.

One of the problems hampering development of small
and middle-size businesses is that the state structures are
almost fully oriented on the interests of large business
that has powerful lobby. Initiatives of representatives of
middle-size business are not paid adequate attention and
sometimes state authorities make decisions without any
feedback from entrepreneurship. It should be noted that
such situation is typical not only for Russian economy. In
several countries only these businesses get support
especially in initial stages that relates somehow to
officials and their friends [10].

Another important problem is almost total lack of
legal safety that leads to raiding. While big companies
have their own lobbyists or supporters in top-echelon
government officials middle-size businesses has no such
resources and it often became as object of raiding due to
poor protection [6].

Specific paradox of the economy of Russian
Federation is obvious opposition of large and small and
middle-size economical forms. The roots of this situation
are related to origination of large private property in RF.
Big strata of inefficient proprietors had formed as a result
o privatization. They are not interested in development of
competition because they had used to overcome
competitors not in fair fight but by intrigues. As a result
almost everybody are losers except for unfair
entrepreneurs and corrupted officials.

As a result Russian people are poorly motivated to
entrepreneurship (only each 50  Russian citizen wants toth

found his own business and only 12% of population
considers conditions for business favorable). Numerous
talented young people want to emigrate from Russia.

Situation abroad is opposite. Large companies are
often interested in development of supporting middle-size
businesses as the most flexible and effective middle layer
between large and small businesses.

CONCLUSIONS

State support and regulation for middle-size
businesses should not obviously be the same as state
policy regarding small and micro-businesses. State faces
the problem of development of a new small and middle-
size businesses support program in Russia. But founders
of middle-size businesses should also make a certain
attempts. Faced the unfair competition with large
enterprises middle-size companies have a chance to
survive due to higher quality of strategic planning.
Strategic planning of middle-size business should be
aimed on increase of efficiency, sales growth, net income
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growth, assesses profitability growth, etc. Management 3. Chepurenko, A.Yu., 2012. What entrepreneurship is
of middle-size businesses should always pay attention to and what entrepreneurship policy needs Russia? The
cost-savings. New Economical Association Magazine, pp: 2.

Middle-term strategic planning should consists of 4. Obrastsova, O. and A. Chepurenko, 2008.
analysis of internal situation and environment; Development of Russian private entrepreneurship in
development of three strategies of possible development- interstate comparison. The Problems of Economy, 8.
optimistic,  realistic  and  pessimistic;   strategy 5. Gershtanski, I.O., 2011. Development problems and
realization; analysis with further corrections and perspectives of middle-size businesses in production
development of a new strategy. industry. The TSU Gerald, 3: 27-29.

Important  Note:  strategy  means  rather  active business in social development. Modern Economy
interaction with    the    environment    than   following Problems, pp: 3.
the changes  in the environment and fulfillment of 7. Gerber, V.V. and L.G. Istomin, 2010. The role of
strategic shifts   in   internal  situation.  Strategically middle-size business in functioning and development
active middle-size business should be oriented on the of the economy. Modern Economy Problems, pp: 2-3.
impact on all environment, changing and adapting it to 8. Dieterich,   I.   and   Kh.   Stroe,  2008.  Small  and
realization of developed strategy and creating favorable middle-size state companies in German official
conditions for achieving strategic goals as well as tasks statistics and in Russia. National economy in
and subtasks. globalization: the role of small and middle-size
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